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I. INTRODUCTION

1. The inaugural meeting of the Intergovernmental- Negotiating

Team of Experts to Establish a Preferential Trade Area ^n North

Africa was held in Tangier from 9 to 11 December 1987 •

2, The following representatives of HUEPOC member States

participated : Algeria, Egypt, Libya, Morocco, Sudan and Tunisia.

3, The UNDEP and the UN Conference for Trade and Development

(UNCTAD) also sent representatives.

4. The following intergovernaental . and non-intergovernmental

organisations sent observers : AATPO, the Islamic Development

Bank (IDB), the Maghrebin Industrial Study Centre (GBIM), the
Islamic Trade Development Centre (ITDC) and the Arab Employment
Institute (lAE).

II. ELECTION OF THE EXECUTIVE BUREAU

5^ The Member State Representatives elected the Bureau as

follows ;

- Chairman : Mr. A. Daanc-une (Morocco)

- Vice-Chairman : We. A. Haribi (Egypt)
- Rapporteur : Mr. M.A. Belmufti (Tunisia)

III. ADOPTION OP THE AGENDA

6. The meeting adopted the agenda as follows :

1. Opening session

2. Election of oJhairman, vice-chairman and rapporteur

3« Adoption of the agenda

4. Rules of procedures of the Intergovernmental Negotiating
Team ;

Membership and terms of reference

Regularity and frequency of meetings
Rules

Time-schedules of meetings

e) Procedures for appointing the venues

5. Exchange of view-points on basic principles and guide-lines

to be used as the basis for the preparation of a treaty to

establish the Preferential Trade Area in North Afrjca,
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6. Preliminary definition and study of protocols;
identification of supplementary studies to be provided
for the Intergovernmental Negotiating Team,

7. Date and venue of the next meeting

8. Any other questions

: 9. Adoption of the report and closing session.

IV. PERFORMANCE REPORT

7. The Deputy Executive Secretary of the ECA, Mr. Tchouta Moussa
and the Director of Multilateral Co-operation at the Ministry of
Foreign Affairs and Co-operation, Mr. Ahmed El Ouardi, chairod
the opening session, Mr. Tchouta Moussa welcomed the participants,

8. Mr. Ahmed El Ouardi, representing his Minister, bade welcome
to the participants and noted that the meeting had been convened
as the result of an agreement in principle adopted by Member
States with a view to establishing the preferential Trade Area

in accordance with Resolution No. 2 of the Council of
Plenipotentiaries. This resolution was ratified by the ECA Conference
of Ministers in April 1987. He also thanked the Governor of
Tangier Province for the support given to iritergavernmantal
organisations. He said that the countries of the sub-region were
encouraged to co-operate not only in order to increase trade
but also to develop their own productivity so as to equip them
selves with resources to confront the present world crisis. He also
recalled that the creation of the Preferential Trade Area (PTA)
should enable the sub-region to tackle development problems more
effectively. He thanked the Executive Secretary for his unceasing
efforts to endow North Africa with an effective agency for sub-
regional cooperation.

9. In his opening address, the Deputy Executive Secretary of the
ECA warmly thanked the Moroccan government for its hosting the
meeting and for its constant support for MULPOC and for the ECA.
He also welcomed the Secretary General of Tangier Province, Mr. El
Amrani. Then he recalled that the creation of the Preferential
Trade Area was an event of supreme importance both for the North
African sub-region and also for the entire African ContiBant. It was
a proof of the determination of the countries of the sub-region
to strengthen their cooperation and to initiate a process of self-
generating economic development. The Deputy Executive Secretary
of the ECA stated that this was a crucial advance in the creation
of a new system of economic relations leading to a reduction in the
countries economic dependency and reinforcing of the links with the

other states of the sub-region.
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10. The aim of integration and cooperation in North Africa was

to achieve systematic utilization of available resources in the

creation of complexes within the framework of the Preferential

Trade Area.

11. He stated that the only possible way (namely the only option)
to create viable economics in a world dominated by the great

industrial powers was by moans of sub~rcgional and regional

cooperation. He recalled the declarations of the United Nations

Secretary General at the 34th Session of the General Assembly

when he exhorted countries to work for cooperation to put an end

to economic dependency.

12. He went on to emphasize the importance of the potentialities

of the sub-region and nov/ they could, in more dynamic economic

context lead to an acceleration of the development process and

■help to create- complementarity between the various priority sectors,

especially agriculture and industry. He explained that the treaty

establishing the preferential Trade Area would have to reach further

than a mere liberalisation of trade exchanges and he advocated

specialization regarding the essential primary sectors in the

countries.

13. To conclude he launched an appeal to the countries of the

sub-region to concentrate their efforts towards achieving a greater

degree of national and collective autonomy by means of cooperation;

thus contributing to the building of a new economic order.

Rules of Procedure of the Intergovernmental Negotiating
Commission (Item 4 of the agenda) ~

14» Introducing the document "Draft Rules of Procedure of the

Intergovernmental" Commission to establish the Preferential Trade

Area for North African States" (item 4 of the Agenda) the Head of

the Bureau for Economic Cooperation stressed its importance

particularly as a guide-line for the conduct of discussions. Then

he outlined the stages to bo convened over a period of 2 years and 3

months before reaching final, signature of the treaty and protocols.

15. Since the proposed Rules of Procedure referred to the treaty
establishing the Preferential Trade Area, it was decided that the

drafting of the proposed rules of procedures be revised omitting

any references to the treaty itself as it had not yet been adopted.

Article 15 regarding voting procedure gave rise to much discussion

during which all delegations present tock floor giving their

view on voting procedure .
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16. Several delegations argued in favour cf consensus for the

conduct of proceedings, advocating recourse to a simple majority

of members present and voting wh.cn there was not a consensus.

It was essential to avoid any impediment tc proceedings and to do

all possible to keep to the appointed periods so as to carry through

on time the negotiations for establishing the North African

Preferential Trade Area. One delegation stressed the need for

flexibility in the discussion of this question and in the applica

tion of the principle of consensus. The meeting agreed tc rc-examino

the text of the proposed Rules of procedure with a view to possible

adoption at the next meeting of the Intergovernmental Exports

Team.

Exchange of view-points en the basic principles-and guide-linos to be

used as a basis for the preparation of a treaty to establish the

North African Preferential Trade Area (Item 5 of the AgendaJ

Definition and preliminary examination of the protocols; identifi

cation of supplementary studies to be provided for the Intergovern

mental Negotiating Team { Item 6 of the Agenda)

17. Items 5 and 6 of the agenda, as they concern one single

document (ECA/ltfULPOC/Tangicr/PTA/3) were discussed together.

18. The secretariat representative presented the document saying

that its aim was to define a framework to help identify the studies

that would bo needed for preparing the treaty and the sectoral

protocols. He recalled that the Preferential Trade Area should not be

limited solely to aspects of the liberalisation of trade exchanges,

but should also ain at creating institutions and setting up the

structures for a future economic community in tho. sub-region. In this

connection ho stated that the process of market integration could not

take place in avacuum and would have to proceed apace with the

processes of integration and production. In conclusion, he stressed

that the document did not claim to propose a scheme for integration

and cooperation at the level cf the sub-region, because any such .

scheme would have to be conceived in the context of the Treaty

establishing the PTA.

19. During the discussion there was a request to omit all.

references to any matter of political nature in the ECA/ilQLPOC/Tan-

gier/PTA/3 document.

20. Tho Intergovernmental Commission of Experts made proposals to

amend a number of paragraphs relating tc the document in question.
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It was decided that 2 other protocols bo addeO tc the existing
list of protocols, concerning, respectively, the development of
fishery resources, the conditions for personnel residence and
establishment, and the movement of goods and capital within the sub-
reg£on.' It was also proposed that the protocol concerning
transport and communications be ro-drafted so as to allow for the
different kinds of transport.. The Commission noted the need to
include a protocol concerning export insurance.

21. The Intergovernmental Team of Experts expressed the desire
that existing studios bo taken into consideration so as to avoid
duplication, and that the studies done to prepare the protocols
be undertaken preferably by experts who weru nationals of countries
in the sub-region. It was proposed that the process leading to the
establishment of the PTA bo carried out in stages..Furthermore, it
was suggested that studies and proposals for protocols take account
of already existing bilateral and multilateral arrangements.

22. Lastly it was decided that an over-all study be undertaken
for a scheme to integrate the sub-region, which would analyse
past experiences in bilateral and multilateral cooperation, and
which would concentrate on existing potentialities for promoting
economic integration and cooperation. This over-all study would be
supported by sectorial studios with a view to determining the

content of the protocols. The 2CA Secretariat would submit a project
document to tho UNDP Regional Bureau for Arab countries to finance
the studies in question, in accordance with Resolution No. 2 of the
Council of Plenipotentiaries.

23* The meeting was also informed cf the work of the study-group en
techniques to promote and strengthen cooperation in the agricultural
sector in North Africa which was held in Tangier, 30 November to
7 December 1987. They agreed that the recommendations of this
study-group be taken into consideration when preparing the protocol
concerning the agricultural sector (including fisheries).

Date and venue of tho next meeting (item 7 cf the agenda)

24. In viow of tho importance cf tho subjects to be dealt with at
the_ next meeting of tho Intergovernmental Negotiating Team, it was
decided to lengthen the duration of the mooting planned for 26 to 28
October 1988, so that it could be hold at LIULPOC Headquarters in
Tangier, 24 to 28 October 1988.

Other Questions (item 8 cf the agenda)

25. No other question was raised under this heading of the Agonda.

Adoption of the Report and Closing Session (item 9 of tho Agonda)

26. The meeting adopted this present report as amended.
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27. On behalf of all the participants, the representatives of the
Arab Jamahirya of Libya thanked the Government of His Majesty
King Hassan II of liorocco for the gracious welcome and the hospita-
lity shown during the whole period of the proceedings♦

28. The Chairman then formally closed the Inaugural Meeting of-
the Intergovernmental Negotiating Team of Experts for establishing
a Preferential Trade; Area in North Africa.
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TERMS OF REFERENCE OF THE INTERGOVERNMENTAL NEGOTIATING TEAM

The Intergovernmental Negotiating 'Team is responsible for the
following :

a) undertaking all negotiations for establishing the Treaty on a
Preferential Trade Areaj

b) preparing agreements on the following protocols to be submitted
for discussions and approval by the Council of Plenipotentiaries

of the North African Member States s

1. Protocol relating to the reduction and elimination of
trade barriers °9

2. Protocol relating to the rules of origin for specific

products £

3. Protocol relating to the simplification and harmonization
of trade documentation and procedures^

4. Protocol relating to clearing and payments arrangementses

5. Protocol relating to the residence and establishment of

persons and to the movement of goods and capital within

the sub-region\

6. Protocol relating to export insurancej°

7. Protocol relating to co-operation in industrial development!

8. Protocol relating to co-operation in the exploitation of
fishing resources|

9. Protocol relating to co-operation in the area of industrial
development °7

10. Protocol relating to co-operation in the area of energy^

11. Protocol relating to transport and communications, including
maritime transport.

c) presenting any other proposals to the Council of Plenipotentiaries
likely to contribute to the creation of a preferential Trade Area
clearing and payments arrangements, drafting further protocols
and to all measures for an initial stage in the creation of an
Economic Community for North African States.
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Programme of Meetings for Negotiation

24-28 October 1988

19-24 March 1988

15-30 June 1989

25-29 September 1989

19-21 December 1989

Examination of soctcral studies to identi

fy areas of cooperation and to assemble

the necessary elements for preparing the

treaty and the protocols.

Preparation and discussion of the draft of

the Preferential Trade Area Treaty.

Preparation and discussion of draft

protocols.

Finalisation of treaty and protocols with

the participation of legal counsellors

from member States,

Extraordinary Meeting of Trade, Finance and

Plan Hinisters to examine the drafts of

treaties and protocols before their

submission to the Plenipotentiaries.

March 1990 Meeting of Plenipotentiaries to adopt the

treaty and the protocols. During this

meeting they will discuss the treaty, the

protocols, and the Report of the Inter

governmental Negotiating Group and they

will decide the venue and the date of a

summit meeting of Heads of State and

Government at which tho Treaty v/ill be

signed.
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ANNEX III

SUGGESTIONS FOR LAUNCHING ACTIVITIES AIMED AT ESTABLISHING

A PREFERENTIAL TRADE AREA IN NORTH AFRICA

A. Some General Considerations

1. On the whole, North African Countries have attained,

relatively to the rest of Africa and many of other Third World

Countries, a considerable level of development despite the

different economic policies of the member countries. However,

despite the fact that its production is comparatively more

diversified, the subregion seems to have'arrived at a level

beyond which economic development can be sustained only within

a context of subregional economic co-operation and integration.

2. The international economic environment definitely affected

the subregion adversely reducing its growth rate. However, domes

tic economic and political factors, particularly the small si^e

of national markets and the frequent political misunderstandings

among the countries of North Africa, prevent the individual

countries from accelerating its economic growth and development

through the exploitation of the benefits of subregional trade,

co-operation and integration.

3. The subregion has proven agricultural, mineral, energy

and even human potential. The rational use of such resources

would enable the subregion to become not only rapidly self-
sufficient in food, but also to be transformed into a viable

economic grouping which could have a strong bargaining position

with industrialized countries and play a leading role in the
process of regional integration in Africa.

4. When they attained independence, the eagerness of the
North African States to establish large economic groupings was

not merely a slogan nor an accident : it filled a fairly clear

political and ideological need of the North African States to
express their common Arab heritage. After 30 years of

independence, the need to maintain a high level of growth has

forced the States and peoples of North Africa to consider that

they have to co-operate to speed up the economic growth of the

subregion and that co-operation moreover helps to overcome the

external and internal constraints that have caused the current

low growth rate.

b. Although the main attempts to bring about co-operation

among North African member States, made in 1964 with the creation

of the Permanent Consultative Committee of Maghreb, was ended

abruptly because of the post independence political conflicts

among some member States, this short experience brought home

the actual scope of the arduous task ahead. They also provided
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better knowledge of the requirements of that task and the

resources needed to carry it out. This explains why, despite

political ups and downs, progress was achieved through

bilateral relations. The bilateral approach has gradually led

to an awareness of the importance of increasing the production

of products which could be traded in. The pooling of resources

in agricultural, industrial and joint projects should, if it
becomes widespread, create solidarity between economic

partners and trade should also concern products manufactured

by coproduction enterprises.

6. In that respect, several bilateral coproduction projects

have been identified. Implementation work has begun on some of

them and it is expected that when they are completed, they will

strengthen economic and social ties and constitute the basis

for multinational economic integration. This pragmatic approach

has produced concrete results. Indeed, bilateral trade and

tariff agreements and conventions have, in some places,

eliminated, at least theoretically, tariff and non-tariff

barriers to the increase in trade. In actual practice, there

has not really been notable development in spite of the mutual

facilities granted. However, existing conventions and

agreements provide a framework which could favour the expansion

in trade.

7. The integration of markets should, in the long run, allow

the countries to overcome the obstacles stemming from the

smallness of their markets (the fact that each individual

State cannot on its own enjoy the advantages of economies of
scale). Moreover, the development of the consumer goods trade

should have the expected upstream linkage effect and bring

about the development of the intermediate products and capital

goods sector which requires, in addition, the mobilization of

more financial resources which individual States cannot often

do. It has been thirty years since the national economies were

taken over by the newly independent States yet no appreciable

progress has been made in that area. In that respect, the

control of technology will remain merely a slogan if

substantial progress is not made with respect to product

quality, reduced production costs and the movements of goeds.

Specialization in the manufacture of specific strategic

industrial products would make it possible to attain such targets

more easily and quickly.

8. Up till now, the North African countries still look to

the developed world for their trade. The enlargement of the

European Common Market to the Northern Mediterranean countries

and the emergence of new industrialized countries in Asia and

Latin America limit the export prospects of the countries of

the region with respect to agricultural and industrial products.

The ideal solution would be to re-orient trade flows within an

intra-subregional framework and between the subregion and the

rest of Africa.
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9. With respect to agriculture, the North African countries

have competition from agricultural products of the Northern

Mediterranean countries because of low maritime costs of freight

and the fact that agricultural production is more advanced

in those countries. In order to increase the competitiveness

of their products, the North African countries are forced to

strengthen their ties of cooperation in agricultural and

zootechnical research aimed at producing improved seeds, plants

and breeds of cattle and goats. Similarly, the countries have

to strengthen their industrial structure in order to make the

sector more competitive. The consumer goods industries sub-

sector, which is sufficiently developed in the subregion, could

improve its performance if upstream and downstream industries

were rationally promoted subregionally. Indeed, the basic

industries branch of the subregion should be strengthened and

the development of capital goods industries likely to modernize

the priority sectors and to make the whole industrial structure

perform better should be planned.

10. A subregional transport system needs to be established

to accelerate the economic growth of the countries of the
subregion. The performance of the agricultural and industrial

sectors depends on such a transport system. In order to increase

trade among the North African countries, the costs of

transporting goods among the countries should be reduced. In

this context, all the North African countries, except the Sudan,

which have access to the Mediterranean should coordinate

their maritime transport policies in order to secure the lowest

maritime freight costs. It would be useless to try to increase

intra-subregional trade if the production prices of agriculture

and industrial goods were lower in Mediterranean Europe than

in the North African countries and if freight costs between

Europe and the North African countries were lower than transport

costs between the various countries of the North African

subregion. Non-tariff barriers to the movement of goods will

also have to be eliminated.

11. It is also imperative to adopt a subregional policy on

energy which is one of the production factors which most

influences the fixing of production costs in both agriculture

and industry in the subregion. This objective could easily be

attained by increasing the production of energy in the subregion

(hydro-electricity and thermal energy from natural gas) and

developing an interconnected network of high-tension cables.

Similarly, the development of a network of gas pipelines should

help to increase the use of domestic gas in all the North

African countries and to control deforestation which is

threatening all the countries of the subregion.
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12. In North Africa, there is, objectively speaking,

obviously a need for co-operation and economic integration.

Subjectively, that need depends on an improvement in the

political climate and should the political climate improve, the

rapidity with which progress would be achieved with respect to

co-operation would surprise every one. However, the lack of a

multinational governmental agency remains a serious handicap.

Currently, the MULPOC is the sole intergovernmental agency for ,

consultations. It was within the framework of the ECA/MULPOC
that the countries adopted the resolutions empowering the ECA/
MULPOC to take all appropriate measures for the establishment -of
a Prefetntial Trade Area in North Africa. In that respect,

the Council of "Plenipotentiaries of the MULPOC and the ECA
Conference of Ministers recommended the convening of an
intergovernmental group of experts to define the activities to
be undertaken for the establishment of a Preferential Trade Area
and requested the Executive Secretary of tne Economic Commission
for Africa to undertake all the appropriate activities with
respect to the holding of the first meeting of the intergovern
mental group of experts to discuss the ways and means of
establishing the Preferential Trade Area and to report to

the next meeting of the Conference of Ministers and the Council
of Plenipotentiaries.

B- Principles relating to the Establishment of a Preferential
Trade Area

13. The adoption of resolution N° 2 of the Tangiers MULPOC

on the establishment of a Preferential Trade Area in"North

Africa clearly shows that the States, members or me North

African MULPOC, are in agreement on the following points :

1. The respective Governments agree and commit themselves

to the principle of establishing a Preferential Trade Area for
the North African States as a first and major step towards the

creation of an effective common market ;

2. The respective Governments, agree to negotiate among
themselves a Treaty for the Establishment of a Preferential
Trade Area and such protocols as may be annexed thereto, and to
obtain ratification of the same in accordance with the
constitutional procedures of their respective governments,

preferably not later than the end of 1990, and for these purposes
hereby establish an Intergovernmental Negotiating Team composed
of representatives of their respective governments to prepare
the drafts of such Treaty and Protocols for the consideration
and approval of the Plenipotentiaries of the member countries ;
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3. The Treaty to be established will be kept under constant

review so that, within a period of ten years, consideration can

be given to upgrading the co-operation to a subregional common

market with a view to the eventual creation of an economic
community for North African States ;

4. According to the foregoing analysis, bhe Treaty on the

establishment of a Preferential Trade Area should be based on the

following principles with a view to eliminating obstacles to

the process of economic integration in North Africa ;

(a) The members of the Preferential Trade Area will be

all the States of North Africa 1/ ;

(b) Member States will agree to the reduction and

elimination among themselves of customs duties and other

charges of equivalent effect in respect of imports and exports

of goods of all kinds produced within the area, over a definite

period of time which may be divided into different phases ;

(c) Member States should consider arrangements for the

relaxation and abolition of quantitative and administrative

restrictions on trade among themselves ;

(d) Member States should agree on the application of

the most-favoured-nation clause. Granting of concessions to

third countries more favourable than those applied to member

States should be avoided as much as possible. However, if such

concessions are granted, for one reason or another, they

should automatically be extended to all member States ;

(e) Member States should endeavour to ensure the fair
and equitable distribution of benefits accuring from trade

liberalisation among themselves ;

(f) Member States should consider appropriate arrangements
for compensation, adjustment, and development assistance to
member States which may suffer losses as a result of the

application of the Treaty ;

(g) Member States should consider appropriate payments

arrangements with a view to facilitating trade in goods and

services among themselves ;

(h) Member States should promote direct contacts and

regular exchanges of information among State trading

institutions, export promotion and marketing bodies, chambers

of commerce, trade and industrial associations, trade

information and publicity centres and so on ;

1/ Egypt:, the Sudan, Tunisia, Algeria, Morocco and Libya.
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(i) Member States should endeavour gradually to evolve

a common commercial policy towards third countries ;

(j) Member States should consider the establishment of

agricultural commodity exchanges and metal exchanges in the

subregion with a view to promoting direct trade among themselves ;

(k) Member States should endeavour gradually to

harmonize policies in the fields of finance, monetary and

fiscal affairs ;

(1) Member States should adopt appropriate policies for

credit and encouraging investments in the different countries

of the subregion ;

(m) Member States should establish an insurance scheme to

guarantee exports ;

(n) Member States should agree to strengthen the

cohesiveness of the North African economic area through the

development of an appropriate transport system for industriali

zation and trade, subregional and regional telecommunications

and the development of their energy potential and the

implementation of a programme for interconnecting high tension

lines ;

(o) Member States should consider concluding subregional

co-operation agreements on agricultural research designed to
stimulate agricultural productivity with a view to making the

subregion1s agriculture competitive in the Mediterranean by

establishing, for the main crops and plants, specialized

national agricultural research centres on improved seeds and

plants ;

(p) Member States should consider concluding subregion

co-operation agreements in fisheries research designed to

stimulate productivity of aquatic products with a view to

making the subregion's fisheries competition in the Mediterranean

by establishing specialized national centres for research

in fishing and aquaculture ;

(q) Member States should conclude co-operation

agreements among themselves in the field of animal breeding in

order to improve the reproductive capacity of existing breeds

and increase the resistance of animals to various diseases ;
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(r) Member States should agree to strengthen their

industrial structure by developing certain industries that are

strategic for accelerating their economic growth, strengthening

the basic industries sectors and establishing a capital goods

sector ;

(s) Member States should commit themselves to do
everything possible to create the Preferential Trade Area and

promote co-operation and integration in the subreion ;

14. This meeting has been convened to work out the terms of

reference of the Intergovernmental Negotiating Team on the

Treaty for the establishment of a Preferential Trade Area for

North African States. The meeting will determine the sectoral

studies that have to be carried out with a view to convening

the first conference of the Intergovernmental Negotiating Team.

This requires documentation to bo prepared and submitted to the
Team. Such documentation should concern a review of the current
situation in the main productive sectors and cover trade
policies, tariff and non-tariff arragernents, rules of origin
and any other information required to prepare draft protocols
on the following areas :

1. Protocol relating to reduction and elimination of

trade barriers ;

2. Protocol relating to the rules of origin for specific

products ;

3. Protocol relating to the simplification and

harmonization of trade documentation and procedures ;

4. Protocol relating to clearing and payments

arrangements ;

b. Protocol on conditions of residence and establishment

of persons and of movement of goods and capital within

the subregion ;

6. Protocol on insurance of exports ;

7. Protocol relating to co-operation in agricultural

development ;

8. Protocol on co-operation in the area of fisheries ;

9. Protocol relating to co-operation in the area of

industrial development ;

10. Protocol relating to co-operation in the area of
energy ;

12. Protocol relating to transport and communications

including maritime transport.




